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Abstract

The use of RFID tags for the tagging of individual consumer items is a distinct possibility. We have suggested the use of the “Clipped Tag” for individual items in order to enhance consumer privacy. The Clipped Tag allows the consumer to tear off a portion of the tag in order to transform a tag that may be read at a range of 10 meters to one than can only be read at a few cm. The use of these tags puts privacy protection in the hands of the consumer, provides a visual indication that the tag has been modified, but makes it possible for the tag to be used later for returns, recalls, or recycling. This paper describes an implementation of Clipped Tag prototypes.

1. Introduction

As the implementation of radio frequency identification, RFID, tagging of pallets and cases for the retail supply chain proceeds, attention is being given to the possibility of RFID tagging for individual retail items. The sale of tagged retail goods gives rise to the need for measures to enhance consumer privacy. Ultra-high frequency tags may be read by wireless means of distances up to around 30 feet (10 meters). High frequency tags also may be read wirelessly, but generally at a shorter range.

Mechanisms have been proposed to address consumer privacy upon the introduction of item-level tagging. One of them is the use of “Blocker Tags” [1] proposed by RSA Laboratories, a security and privacy organization. These tags interfere with the reading of other RFID tags. They must be carried by the consumer. Another mechanism is the EPCglobal Gen2 protocol “Kill” command [2] which deactivates tags permanently. The Kill command is executed by the retailer at the point-of-sale. Killed tags cannot be revived.

---

*This paper has been submitted to IEEE PerCom 2007, March 19-23, 2007, White Plains, NY.
The privacy-protecting tag, called the “Clipped Tag” has been suggested by IBM as an additional consumer privacy mechanism [3]. The Clipped Tag puts the option of privacy protection in the hands of the consumer. It provides a visible means of enhancing privacy protection by allowing the transformation of a long-range tag into a proximity tag that still may be read, but only at short range – less than a few inches or centimeters. This enables later use of the tag for returns, recalls or recycling.

The Clipped Tag proposal suggests ways in which a portion of the antenna may be removed by a consumer after the point-of-sale. Figure 1 shows a schematic of the tag. A notch or slit has been placed on the edge of the plastic film, providing a means for tear initiation, similar to the slits placed in ketchup packets or snack-food bags. The tear may be directed by the use of additional perforations. The result of the tear is to remove a portion of the antenna. An implementation of the Clipped Tag for a garment hang tag label is shown below.

2. Implementation of the tag

Marnlen RFiD, a leading manufacturer of RFID labels, designed and manufactured samples of garment hang tags. The starting point was the Alien Technology, ALL-9440 (Squiggle 2.2) Gen2 UHF RFID tag inlay. This tag may be read at distances of 30 feet (10 meters).

Figure 2. Alien Technology© ALL-9440 (Squiggle 2.2) Gen2 UHF RFID tag.

The Alien tag inlay was incorporated into a printable garment hang tag or label by Marnlen RFiD. The label contains notches for tear initiation and perforations to direct the tear, Figure 3.

Figure 3. Garment hang tag by Marnlen RFiD on printer roll.
The tag design is consistent with the printing of graphics and the writing of tag information in a standard RFID printer. The tag shown in Figure 3 was used with a Printronix SL5000r MP2 RFID printer, shown in Figure 4.

Figure 4. Tags are printed on Printronix SL5000r MP2 RFID printer.

The printed tags are peeled from the printer roll and folded to provide the garment hang tag shown in Figure 5.

Figure 5. Garment hang tag.

The hang tags, Figure 5, may be torn at the point-of-sale by the consumer to remove parts of the antenna, Figure 6. The result is a reduction in tag read range from 30 feet (10 meters) to about 1 inch (2 cm) when the tags were read with an Alien ALR-9800 RFID reader. Similar results were obtained for Clipped Tags with hand held readers. Read distances of several meters were reduced to a few cm.

Figure 6. Process for partial antenna removal.

3. Conclusions

The privacy-protecting or Clipped Tag has been demonstrated to be a viable addition to the privacy mechanisms proposed for the use of RFID in the consumer space. The Clipped Tag labels may be manufactured using standard RFID inlays. The design of the tag is consistent with commercially available readers and printers. The use of the tag can put privacy protection in the hands of the consumer while providing the consumer with a visible confirmation that the tag has been modified. The tags may still be used after modification for returning items.
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